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There is a time and place'for'every.thing, and how each of us chooses to spend any and all of our
resources is personal choice. Those resources include time, talents, treasure, and go beyond to
what we watch at movies, or on television. What we choose to do with our free time, and the
topics we discuss with family, friends, and co-Workers. Yes, social media is in there as well, yet'
it is so easy to be detached from the words you say and how you perceive those you see - it is
part of society, yet its multiple layered affects are inmany ways unknown or at least

unrecosnized.

The tragedy in Las Vegas is another saddening event. Unfortunately, mere hours into "covering"
this event the question of gun oontrol takes over many of the interviews and 'rback-story." I am
not making a statement on either side of that argument: Rather we should be focused on cariqg
for those who lost loved ones,,and the hundreds injured. Interview the people 19Q+ deep in line
to give blood today in Vegas. People continue te recover in many area's as a result of the
multiple hurricane whammy. Don't politicize the public (government) or the plivate responses

to aid those in need. We know the need is great, we knew Puerto Rico and many other islands
lost basically all infrastructure, it is diffrcult to safely and q.uickly get enough aid in, yet it is
going event ifnot perfect.

We can sit around social media, cbmmunity groups, and congress all day talking about what is
not right. It is time to focus on what gains we have made. What is working and where do we
want to go. Thete is a time and aplace for review of actions, just like any good proj ect manager
dges at the end of.a project. Having real evaluation and communication is essential to making
better decisions moving forward. Questioning actions is the middle of those actions, is like
trying to stop an already derailed train.

I see far too many people who bpend more time on their opinion and thoughts for a current topic,
yet spend.no time on budgeting or thinking about their own financial future. That is not being
selfish, if you are not personally in a stable arid good place, it becomes difficult if not impossible
to help others. Our thoughts and prayers go out to all those effected by last night's events,

Attached is your weekly market update.
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